
Satan’s Plans for the World Exposed

I’m still getting settled after my move to the Philippines. It’s been exactly
one week now since arriving from Guam. I still have no internet at home. I
took my PC to a friend’s cafe which has internet to write this post.

This article is comprised of excerpts from chapter 36 of Brice Taylor’s book
– Thanks for the Memories. Brice Taylor is a pseudonym. Her actual name is
Susan Ford. She was abused by satanic people from a child to create in her
the ultimate spy and sex slave for the elite by mind-control conditioning
through a project known as MKULTRA.

The main purpose of this article is to expose the Devil’s devices. The Bible
implies in 2 Corinthians 2:11 that we should not be ignorant of them. If we
are, we will be prone to fall victim to the mind-conditioning propaganda the
elite use to deceive and mislead the public. There are a lot of insights in
this article. For example, what the American Medical Association is all about
and what the hidden ruling elite really think of it!

I heard Hilary Clinton once say she receives her orders from the “Council”. I
believe the “Council” Hillary referred to is the same Council talked about in
this article, the Council of Foreign Relations (CFR). But it may not even be
everybody who is a member of the CFR. According to Myron Fagan, the CFR is
the American branch of the Illuminati. Another source tells me the Jesuits
are the Illuminati.

The Council’s Plan

As I explained before, the Council is made up of a secret and powerful group
of men who are not public and meet in the shadows. Their true power and
ability to rule over the masses comes from the fact that they are publicly
unknown. They exist in their own environments, with little outside contact.
But they have many highly tested, tried and true programmed or aligned
individuals who go out and do their work, bringing back the information they
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need, making the contacts necessary to insure the success of their mighty
plan for world domination. They have the power to insure the election of a
President, to bring a celebrity to fame, to decide the fate of a nation, to
bring about war, to incite riot, to bring down whole cities or countries, to
kill out a certain ethnic race, to introduce a new chemical into the food of
the masses for control, to loose upon a community a new virus, to decide
which people are to live and which are to die. They gave direction to people
like Ronald Reagan, George Bush, Henry Kissinger and the Rockefeller’s, but
they are not ignorant enough to allow a public identity to make them
vulnerable to any kind of investigation or public knowledge of their lives
and their purpose. They seek people out in their own time; people don’t
contact them. Sometimes the contact comes in the form of another person
slipping a message in or telling someone to be at a certain place at a
specified time, but their whereabouts is not ever known. And to report this
to you, I had to dismantle lots of death programming that was installed in an
attempt to keep me from remembering any of this.

(Ronald) Reagan was a big receiver of messages during his presidency. I was
kept very busy delivering to him and he ‘followed’ orders to a ‘T.’ The group
was “very pleased with his performance,” were the words they used. Pete
Wilson (United States senator from California from 1983 to 1991 and as the
36th governor of California from 1991 to 1999 was the same way and so was
George (H.W.) Bush. Anyway, the Council met on board yachts, had meetings,
and then were navigated back to planned areas. They never met in the same
place twice and everything was done with precision. That was one of their
favorite words -“PRECISION”- and they always had the very best of everything.
They even had “the chessboard” on board. They showed me one move each time
and I was instructed to watch VERY CAREFULLY because there was no room for a
mistake. Later I delivered the move on the chess board to Henry in New York.
The chess move was ALWAYS taken back to Henry (Kissinger).

The Council worked Reagan and (George Herbert Walker) Bush a lot, giving them
instructions. Reagan went along blindly while Bush seemed to know more but
not as much as Henry.

The Council stepped up their plans beginning in 1980 and on into the 90’s.
Then it was supposed to be “clear sailing,” as their plans snowballed and
they began reaping what had been earlier sown. Until in the year 2000, when
they would be able to cinch the purse strings shut, thus, being totally in
charge of everything worldwide. But things didn’t go exactly according to
plan, especially regarding my situation. (God is sovereign and delayed
Satan’s plans by 23 years at the time of this post!)

They plan to “market” the mind/brain technologies they themselves have been
using for decades, to the general public, and are doing so already. This will
allow them to make mega money in this new market as well as allow them to
begin to educate the masses in regard to the new technologies of the mind,
“The Frontiers of the Mind.” But, while the public is spending vast sums of
money on this new technology, they will also be conditioned through advanced
forms of electronics, harmonics, and subliminal conditioning to accept this
shift to a ‘new existence.’ The Council plans are to have a robotical working
class that won’t cause any problems, but will simply work to supply the needs



of the Elite-those who by their breeding and intellect are deemed worthy of
being allowed to be “awake” so they can rule, live and create without any
interference from the common man. They say that the working class already
makes non-thinking robots of their own everyday lives, and it might as well
be more planned and regulated so that others who want to create, invent, and
otherwise use their minds, can do so without hindrance from the common man.

They view the “common man” with great disdain as a lower form of the human
species. And they figure that by the time the year 2000 rolls around, when
the purse cinches shut, and they are in full control, that people will
already be sufficiently conditioned and won’t even be able to think to figure
out or even be aware that a change has taken place. They see it as the
perfect cover up for the continuation of the experiments in mind control they
have participated in and feel very assured that the public will never be able
to discover what happened because the more intelligent pubic has been
sufficiently “tamed” and conditioned to go along with the rest of the herd.

Society is being weeded out right now, as minority species are being
eliminated very specifically by biological germ warfare and other tactics
meant to insure the elimination of those less genetically favorable. They
figure with the reduction of the population there will be sufficient natural
resources for the working class robots to support the genetically astute
intellectuals who will be in power. Then, this is supposed to lead into a new
age of peace. They even unleashed New Age principles to target and control
the groups of people they previously programmed while they continued
developing the mind control technology, in order to maintain control until
the year 2000 when, supposedly, no one would be able to think to question or
cause problems.

Our food is being tampered with, by the insertion of food additives and
substances like aspartame which can alter brain chemistry and affect our
minds. Music and movies are another powerful tool used to condition the
masses. The Council views these measures as the kind, humane way to handle
this matter, instead of a direct violent takeover, which would just cause
even more chaos and human suffering. They envisioned that, this way, there
would be no dissent and after the takeover there will be no need for wars,
ever again. These men don’t believe in wars, but needed to use them to
achieve their goals. As they see it, the rest of the species will be living
in harmony, able to create and enjoy while the lower, now robotical, forms of
the human species do all the grunt work they are accustomed to: common labor,
food production, and life maintenance for the higher forms of human species,
the intellectuals, those who matter and are deemed eligible to be awake.

There has been a master plan for years and many, including myself, were
involuntarily enlisted to work for it, as Dr. Henry Kissinger, ‘Mr. Global
Internationalist,’ masterminded much of their plan. My controllers viewed
anyone with a small intellect as ‘non-existing’ anyway, so they will either
be weeded out or retained on the mind-controlled work force that’s already
been created. Masses of daycare centers were targeted to insure the success
of the takeover, where large numbers of children from normal families were
programmed because they will be the ones who will be of the age to resist or
fight the Council plan. But now, many won’t be able to because their minds



have been manipulated and conditioned during childhood, so they will go along
with the global program. It is all a carefully laid out plan that has spanned
decades and generations, with one generation handing down to the next their
inheritance. The children of the elite families, such as the Rockefeller’s
and Kennedy’s will inherit a guaranteed future on a planet that can survive
due to the fact that the population and, in turn, pollution, food supplies,
etc. will be totally controlled. These intellectual, genetically ‘worthy’
individuals plan to have their own guaranteed ‘utopian dreamworld’ after they
kill off the inferior human species that they believe are overcrowding a
planet that cannot support us all. The Council feels that they are insuring
the future of the species of mankind by what they are doing. And, those from
intergenerational ritually abused families and others will be placed under
total mind control, to become the planetary ‘workforce’ so the elite doesn’t
have to waste their precious time on menial labor. The Council feels everyone
‘wins’ this way because it puts the non-thinking and genetically inferior
populations “out of their misery,” by taking their minds away, and insures a
glorious future for the brightest intellects on earth. To them intellect is
everything and without it, they think people shouldn’t be allowed to waste
precious time on earth, taking up space for those who can and will use their
brains to create. They view this as a massive genetic clean up.

Then, when their agenda has been met, the world will be free from ignorance
and chaos. According to their reasoning, there will be no abortion issue
because the genetically intelligent won’t bear children by accident. There
will be no wars because they won’t have a need to use wars to manipulate
people for power or money. There will be no famines because there will be
plenty of food grown naturally by the robot class and the world will no
longer be overpopulated. Then, they can bring in their new form of world
government and there won’t be fighting or resistance because the Elite will
see eye-to-eye and will all benefit, and are intellectually capable of
understanding how they can all work together for the benefit of themselves.
Crime will cease since the commoners, ‘the robots’ won’t be able to think to
commit acts of violence or any other forms of crime. The Elite think of
themselves as intellectually above petty crime and will have no necessity of
it since they will be getting their needs met, royally, by all of their mind-
controlled ‘worker-bees.’ No more disease will be brought in by the
‘unwashed’ lower classes. So there will be less disease all-around because
the Elite will take immaculate care of their bodies and won’t have to deal
with the stress and strain created by the problems of today. These will have
been eliminated by eliminating the source of these problems-the genetically
deficient. The Council has guaranteed survival and freedom for those at the
top. What they have done to the human species in this Twentieth Century is
tragic and they justify it by the rationale that they are protecting the
future of the human species by insuring that only the best specimens survive.

The Council took a serious stand to clean up the environment as it served
their needs for a healthy, pollution-free, life-sustaining environment for
their future progeny. Since they have access to, as well as direct, major new
discoveries in advanced technologies, they have disdain for the uneducated,
ignorant, common people who trash their own environment. They said that even
animals knew better than to defecate in their own sleeping area. But this



would be remedied in the future when the genetically deficient were weeded
out and extinguished.

They also were very condescending to those individuals who didn’t eat
properly or exercise. They take immaculate care of their bodies as far as
health goes. They are fit and trim and they use natural medicines. The
American Medical Association is fashioned to prescribe drugs and perform
various treatments that although they may be unsuspecting, tend to weed out
the weaker species. The Council views the AMA’s ‘modern medicine’ as
barbaric. Their plans are to have mind-enhanced health associates, like some
of the USC medical and dental graduates, who will provide the new health care
for the Elite, after the takeover. Precision surgery with laser technology
will make the so-called “modern methods” of surgery obsolete. Miracle
medicines and herbs (God’s pharmacy) will keep the body healthy. An
understanding of the way the electro-molecular energy field around the body
operates will allow the healthy body to be kept in perfect alignment creating
perpetual perfect health or it can be brought back into alignment easily with
the use of high-tech field variation equipment. This will be the modern
medicine of the future and upcoming doctors will be trained in these methods
in order to further the evolution of the Elite. The Elite plan to enjoy total
and complete health due to their technology in electromagnetic fields. They
also have antibodies against the diseases they let loose and make sure they
are protected. Of course all of these findings came about by research and
experiments on unsuspecting groups of people.

The health care program they were attempting to implement in the United
States was one they were hoping would though so that the lower class robots
would have a health care system to serve their needs in the future, while
allowing the government, the Council and those involved in the global
takeover to remain in control. As you can see, it is a system designed for
control. It is all about further conditioning the populace so that there
won’t be any drastic changes that would cause stress to the nation or upset
the apple cart.

They believe they have learned what form of government would work best by
installing different varieties of governments in different countries with
leaders they chose, studied, and watched to see which form would be likely to
meet their needs in the year 2000 and beyond. They saw different national
governments as ‘projects.’ For awhile, they thought communism would be the
best, until the mind control technology showed them they could covertly rule
the masses without communism. With this technology, they believe they can
rule the masses easily and effortlessly, and governing can be limited because
they feel all of the Elite will have much the same wants, needs, and goals.
They already have the central banking system in place and have a master plan
for the laws, rules, and regulations that will govern those that are left.

Sons of the Elite are conditioned to be leaders in the New World. Robotic
mind control won’t be necessary for their compliance. They have been
conditioned to accept this new agenda without being given all the information
and will be allowed to be “free thinkers,” unless they don’t follow
directions. The Elite are used to having servants so this overall concept is
not especially different for them because they have been brought up to



believe that they are born privileged, are of a superior genetic strain and
have a responsibility to lead. I was used, under mind control, to further
many of these attitudes with the sons of many world figures. It was just a
matter of conditioning them with the beliefs, a little at a time, which would
support the changeover. The egos of these young men have been very carefully
created and conditioned. Prince Charles’ boys are possibly doomed to the same
form of conditioning.

The Council sees this as a planetary enhancement, with the globe entering a
time of health, new excitement, and abundance for those deemed capable of
making a difference in the future of the human species.


